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National Journal Award Winner

Fellow AAHAM members!

In the News...

This past 17 months has been one for the
history books...literally!
We have reimagined our working
environments, pushed ourselves to limits
we have never gone to before, and
mastered the art of the “Zoom business
look”!
While this past year is not
something any of us could have
envisioned, healthcare workers have
proven the resilience and value that we all
knew these heroes have possessed all
along. Now, the world definitely knows it,
too. Each and every one of you should be
extremely proud of yourselves. Whether
you worked on the front lines getting
patients registered and providing direct
patient care, or whether you support the
daily operations of your facilities, you have
been a priceless contribution to humanity
throughout this crisis. Hats off to you all!
The Future of Work from Home
Staples Spotlight
June 22, 2021
Over the past year, the trajectory of workforce mobility
sped up exponentially. As companies begin to bring back
in office workers slowly, let’s take a look at the numbers
behind the future of working from home and what it
means for you and your company.

Pre-pandemic, 31% of employees worked from home
with some regularity. During the pandemic, that number
skyrocketed to 88%, and 98% of those who worked from
home say they would like to work remotely at least some
of the time for the rest of their career. In fact, people like
working from home so much, that as much as 29% of
working professionals would quit their jobs if they
couldn’t continue working remotely (USA Today).
Why are workers so interested in working from
home? 79% of those who prefer to work remotely say
they are as productive if not more. Plus, 90% of people
save money on expenses like gas, transportation, dry
cleaning and food. 77% of people prefer the flexibility in
balancing their home life as well which enables 54% to eat
healthier on a regular basis, and 48% find themselves
exercising more with time saved from commuting
(MFour). All of these add up to potential employee
retention and reduced healthcare costs.
But some challenges remain for remote workers. 42% of
people working remotely still lack office essentials to
make them as productive as possible. Check out Our

Top 10 Picks for WFH for the favorite items from
Staples Connect associates. More
significantly, 54% of remote employees report rising
stress and burnout as a result of increased working
(Continued on Page 22)
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Presidents Letter
Dear Maryland AAHAM Members,

First and foremost, we would like to
take this time to thank both our
members and corporate partners for
your unwavering support and
understanding while we are continuing to navigate these unprecedented
events. This is usually the time when
we are all gearing up with an away
from the office message while we take
our business networking over to the
beach for our Annual Institute. While
we have postponed our annual event
until May of 2022, the Maryland Chapter of AAHAM is pleased to announce
that we will be safely welcoming back
in-person educational meetings this
fall! This decision was made after
receiving the results of the July 2021
survey that had a great deal of member participation.
We will be hosting our first in-person
meeting since early last year on
Friday, September 24, 2021 at Kurtz
Beach in Pasadena, MD. We have
planned this event as a hybrid
educational session and social
networking event in an effort to keep
some form of tradition from our usual
September event! The morning
educational sessions will be indoors
and masks will be required for all
attendees at this time. Our current
schedule of speakers will include Scott
London, Gustavo Matheus, Charlotte
Kohler, Lauren Rose, and the MD
AAHAM Executive Board. In the afternoon, you can catch up with your colleagues by enjoying lunch outdoors on
the Bay with beer/wine, lawn games
and, of course, great company including many of our Corporate Partners.
We would also like to take this time to
ask you to mark your calendars for the
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additional sessions that we have been
working so very hard to bring to you
this fall:
Friday, November 5th, Third Party Payer Session at the Hotel at Arundel Preserve Friday, December 10th, Educational Session and Holiday Luncheon
Social Networking Event at the Hotel
at Arundel Preserve. Additional information, including times and registration, will be published soon and updates will continue throughout the
fall.
In the meantime, we want our members to understand that we are here
to support you. If you have any concerns regarding your certification status or membership, please do not hesitate to reach out. We have all been
faced with a unique set of challenges
and we want to ensure that our members are taken care of to the best of
our ability. We will continue to survey
our chapter to better gauge how we
are all feeling throughout the
fall. Thank you for always taking the
time to provide us with valuable feedback which has been vital to planning
how to navigate through these unprecedent times.

Best Regards,

Kayla F. D’Agostino,
CRCE-I, CRCS-I
President, AAHAM Maryland
Kayla.dagostino@calverthealthmed.org

MD AAHAM Connection

Calendar of Events
September 2021

Childhood Cancer Awareness Month

20-24

Certification Exams

22

AAHAM Webinar—Credit Balances and The Hidden Risks 1:30-3:00 p.m. EDT

24

MD AAHAM Educational Session - Kurtz Beach, Pasadena (Details coming soon, see pg 24)

October 2021

National Dental Hygiene Month

5-7

National AI - Virtual (See pg 25 for details)

18-22

Certification Exams

18-24

2021 Patient Access Week

ANNUALINSTITUTEUPDATE!
Our Annual Institute has been
rescheduled for
May 2022!
Details to come!
Stay Tuned for Updates!
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Charitable Commitment
AMOR Healing Kitchen—
How did AAHAM Become Involved?
It was a beautiful sunny Fall day in 2020 when Pete Ash reached out to several AAHAM
& HFMA colleagues to “plant a seed” about a challenge that would benefit the AMOR
Healing Kitchen. You see, HFMA had made a field trip to the kitchen in Charleston, SC
to help prepare food as part of a community service project. That is when our HFMA
friends and colleagues met Maria Kelly and fell in love with AMOR Healing Kitchen. A
few emails, a resounding “yes let’s do it!” and an idea was all it took to begin creating the
AAHAM Cookbook. It was so much more than a book. It became a labor of love to support AMOR, as well as a respite from COVID, isolation, social distancing, and masks. The collaborators meet almost weekly to
plan every step, to fundraise and to solicit recipes. In the end, seven AAHAM Chapters would join forces and cross borders during
a pandemic, to bring the cookbook to fruition. Members and friends of the Carolina, Georgia, Keystone, Maryland, Philadelphia,
Three Rivers and Virginia Chapters of AAHAM along with AMOR’s own Marie Kelly and her culinary staff shared their most
prized recipes. They not only filled the cookbook with their favorite meals, but also included touching stories, funny anecdotes,
and family memories to support AMOR Healing Kitchen.
The AMOR cookbook can be purchased at https://www.amorhealingkitchen.org/aaham-fundraiser.html

About our Mission to Give Back
The Charitable Committee was formed in 2014 as a way to organize our charitable contributions and further our passion
for helping the communities in which we live. The committee’s mission is simple;
offer assistance in the form of resources and financial aid to those in need in the
areas where Maryland AAHAM members work and live. Our reward is great. In just a
few short years, we have helped various organizations further their own missions of
helping Marylanders. In 2021 and beyond, we will continue this mission as we expand our outreach.

Suggestions?

If you have a charity that is near and dear to your heart, please feel free to reach out to Stacie Hamilton at shamil16@jhmi.edu with any suggestions for efforts that you would like to see your local
AAHAM chapter support. Together we can make a difference!
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Charitable Commitment
Meet Maria Kelly, Founder of AMOR Healing
Kitchen
Natalie Hefner, CRCE, Secretary VA Chapter of AAHAM
The AMOR Healing Kitchen is based in Charleston, South Carolina. They make
and deliver nutritious, healthy food, using seasonal organic ingredients sourced
from local and surrounding area farms, made with love by youth volunteers. On a
weekly basis, Kitchen Mentors teach AMOR’s Teen Chefs culinary skills who prepare delicious, nutritious meals for people undergoing or recovering from medical
treatments such as Cancer, Diabetes, and HIV. These meals are delivered to
those in need by AMOR’s Delivery Angels every Friday. The Virginia Chapter of
AAHAM, along with other National AAHAM chapters, have created a cookbook to
support this wonderful organization. The cookbook features a selection of AMOR
Healing Kitchen’s recipes. Purchase yours today! Now, meet Maria Kelly, Founder of AMOR Healing Kitchen and former
National Winner of Rachel Ray’s Feed It Forward Competition!
Q. Tell us how AMOR Healing Kitchen was founded.

A. AMOR was founded in February 2018. I had been with my mom during her journey of a Colon cancer diagnosis and
she was the one that instilled in me a love of cooking and healthy food. Growing up, no matter what we were doing or
how busy everyone was, we always sat down together at the dinner table. I learned at an early age, that food connects
us and heals us. I would often cook for my mom and take her food when she wasn't feeling well and I felt that was a
little bit of comfort and strength that I could offer her during that time. I was a high school teacher in Charleston for 15
years so I have worked with youth for a long time and I know in my heart that they have so much to offer in shaping the
future of our community. We have to include our youth and develop in them a sense of leadership, ownership and being
connected (while being unplugged). When I learned about an organization in California that works with teens and serves
people with health challenges, I just had this deep feeling of connection and that something similar could work in
Charleston. We have an abundance of local, organic farms in our area and I believe that as a society getting back to
the earth for our food will help cure us of so many of our chronic diseases. Once I started doing the research and really
sitting with the idea, I knew it was something I had to do. Bringing people food in times of need is something we can all
relate to. AMOR is bringing that to the table and offering it in a healthy way made with love.
Q. How many people do you serve?
A. We average 25-30 clients and serve each one for a minimum of 12 weeks.
Q. How many teens do you estimate AMOR has mentored?
A.

We have mentored approximately 60 teens.

Q. Name something about your journey that was pleasantly unexpected.

A. The fact that our volunteers for the most part, never leave! The level of dedication of service and belief in our Mission is extraordinary and I'm so grateful for their enthusiasm.
Q. What is one of your favorite recipes from the AAHAM Cooks! Cookbook?
A. Definitely the AMOR Amaze-balls! They are delicious, nutritious, easy to make, and a perfect treat!
Q. What is your favorite way to celebrate after you have completed a demanding project?

A. Start the next one.
Q. What lesson (s) have you learned from the pandemic?
A. Adaptability is the name of the game.
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Charitable Commitment
Q. What is your favorite way to connect to nature?
A. My morning routine of meditation for 10-15 min. in my backyard with the morning songbirds.
Q. How do you manage work/life balance? How is it important to you?
A. Extremely important. I will work really hard in order to maintain my time for traveling with my husband. I make sure
to leave my phone in the car when I'm spending time with my friends, or leave my phone in the other room in the evening when I eat dinner and spend time with my husband.
I also make sure to take one day a week where I don't log onto my email (usually Sundays).
Q. What is your favorite quote?
A. "Life shrinks or expands according to one's courage." I'm not sure who said it,
but I try to live my life by these words.

Q. You have an unexpected day off. What do you do?
A. Surf when there are waves, work in my garden when there aren't.
Q. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
A. I will spontaneously bust into a dance party if there is a call for it.
Q. How can people donate to your cause?
A. Via our website www.amorhealingkitchen.org

The members of the Carolina, Georgia, Keystone, Maryland, Philadelphia, Three Rivers & Virginia
Chapters of AAHAM along with AMOR culinary staff created the cookbook to support the AMOR
Healing Kitchen. The cookbooks can be purchased at AMOR Healing Kitchen’s website.
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Membership Corner
Welcome New Members

Karen Stacy - Liberty University
Tiffany Thornton - MedStar
Health
Edeline Jean - Colorado Technical
University
Julie Campbell Reilly - Bayhealth
Medical Center
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Membership Corner
Becoming a Member

What Does It Mean to be a Member of AAHAM?

•

Collections

AAHAM is the only national organization dedicated to the
revenue cycle of both management and the front line staff.

•

Accounts receivable

•

Billing

•

Consulting

•

Revenue Integrity

Membership in AAHAM helps you work smarter, advance your
career, and offers you access to a wealth of revenue cycle
information. The association recognizes that professional
development is one of the key reasons that many individuals
become members. To this end, one of AAHAM's primary
focuses is the professional development of its members.
We provide education and training for staff and managers, as
well as offer a nationally recognized certification program in
the form of publications, conferences and seminars, bench
marking, professional certification and numerous networking
opportunities for increasing the skills and knowledge that are
necessary to function effectively in today's health care
environment. AAHAM has 32 active chapters across the US and
abroad, all offering superior education and networking on a
local level.

Who are members of AAHAM?
AAHAM is the leading membership organization for individuals
working in the hospital or clinical revenue cycle field including;

•

Reimbursement

•

Admitting

•

Registration

•

Data management

•

Patient medical records and relations

Our membership includes professionals who are front line
personnel, directors, administrators, managers and executives.
Benefits of Membership

Education: Opportunities to strengthen and improve your
knowledge and skills
Certification: Nationally recognized programs to give you the
competitive edge in your career
Publications: To keep you up to date on happenings in the
association and the profession

Advocacy: A voice in Washington, DC on legislative issues that
affect your industry
Local Chapter involvement: Opportunities for peer networking,
cutting edge training, education programs and leadership
development at the local level
Discount Program: Receive discounts on products and services
from companies like UPS, Alamo Rental Cars, Hewlett Packard,
and Office Max just to name a few

https://www.mdaaham.com/
membership
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Membership Corner
Maryland State Legislative Committee
The Maryland Chapter of AAHAM is proud to

announce that we have established a State
Legislative Committee!!

The mission of the committee is to monitor and educate our members on current legislation impacting our
industry and establish Maryland AAHAM as an organization to provide expert testimony to our law makers to
persuade them to vote for or against proposed bills. We are looking to our membership to provide us with data,
stories and case studies to both quantify financial impact and humanize the challenges we and our patients
face. Our committee will be sending updates on the topics we are currently addressing and requesting your
input and feedback.
If you are interested in joining our committee or would be willing to be a resource for us when gathering data
to support our position, please fill out the survey by clicking on the link below.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HHW6KS8

Expect to see future emails regarding our current topics of interest:
Recent passing of House Bill 565
Md.Ins.Art Section 15-1009
• States that pre-authorized services must be paid even if information given was wrong or planned treatment
was not substantially followed
• Does not currently apply to MCO’s
Hunstein v. Preferred Collection and Management Services
• Recent decision in the 11th Circuit Court that a collection agency violated FDCPA by sharing private
debtor info with a 3rd party letter vendor
We are looking forward to collaborating with you!
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Membership Corner
Maryland State Legislative Committee
The Maryland Chapter of AAHAM is proud to

announce that we have established a State
Legislative Committee!!
Read on to find out what we have been up to so far!
Greetings AAHAM MembersI am pleased to report that our Legislative Committee had its first meeting on 6/8/21. We discussed several important issues: HB 565,
HMO Prior Authorization, and Hunstein v. Preferred Collection. It was a lively conversation. We are looking for new members to join
our committee. If you have any interest please call me (443-278-9020) or email me or Kate Austin at kaustin@archar.net or Scott at
slondon@londoneligibility.com.
We had a HUGE MD turnout for Legislative Day the week of June 24. Our MD chapter had 27 participants- WOW!!! We had
meetings with House of Representatives Sarbanes, Raskin, and Ruppersburger. We also met with aides from Senators Cardin and
Van Hollen.
The first Legislative Day issue was prior authorizations and was presented as: The ever changing healthcare system and its
efficiency, transparency, and providing and ensuring patients have access to critical information they need. For us to deliver these
things, we need your help. We need changes to patient authorization for care. Today the system is inefficient and does not always
provide the patient with the best possible options for care. Far too often, patients get denied for a procedure due to coding
issues. We need standardization when it comes to patient authorization. This is why we want to work with the you on introducing a
Senate companion to H.R. 3107, the Improving Seniors’ Timely Access to Care Act. This legislation has 135 bipartisan co-sponsors
and begins to create a system that significantly changes the reauthorization process. We have concrete ideas on how we strengthen
that bill and would love to work with you on a companion bill.
The second Legislative Day issue was Senate Bill 355 and H.R. 2547. These were presented as: Another priority for our industry is
ensuring patients have the access to information they need when they need it. Today, legislation pending in the House and Senate in
the forms of H.R. 2547 and S. 355, would limit our access to patients. It would prevent Patient Financial Advocates (PFA) from
communicating with patients about their care and out-of-pocket costs. Additionally, this legislation would prevent hospitals from
collecting patient out-of-pocket costs for up to 18-months after passage of this legislation. This language would force rural community
hospitals out of business. It would cause hospitals to decline providing services patients need, due their inability to collect for
services. When it comes to out-of-pocket costs, healthcare is so different than any other industry. You limit a patient’s ability to
communicate with a PFA and prohibit hospitals from collecting out-of-pocket costs, you will shut down the healthcare system as we
know. We urge you to oppose H.R. 2547 and S. 366 and instead work with us on commonsense solutions that continues to get
patients the information they need, while allowing hospitals to continue to fully operate and provide the services patients in your
community need.
Respectfully submitted,
Scott S. London, Attorney at Law
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National AAHAM
The AAHAM Journal
The AAHAM Journal has gone green! In order to
save resources and be ecologically responsible.
Members can click the journal image to download
the Spring 2021 Journal (in pdf format). All the
previous issues are available in the online archive
in the member's only section of the AAHAM
Website. It will still be filled with industry news
and notes as well as fantastic educational articles.

Keep abreast of the latest industry news through National
AAHAMs eNewswatch! To add yourself or anyone else to
the subscription list click here.
To view the latest eNewswatch click here!

AAHAM Student Memberships
Any college student who is pursuing a career in business, marketing, finance, IT, accounting or healthcare administration could be
our future colleague! Our hospitals, clinics, and business partners are viable options for students of any age who are pursuing a
career in healthcare. Because of this, AAHAM is a great first step in getting students involved in their professional environment.
Certification is also an excellent tool for students. Recent and soon to be graduates searching for employment in revenue cycle will
not only stand out with the credentials behind their name, but also gain the invaluable connections from the networking opportunities offered by AAHAM. Likewise, having an opportunity to hire and network with the up and coming professionals also benefits
our growing industry and the businesses that support it! A full-time student membership is completely free of charge to qualifying
students! Sign up today! See page 15 for more details.
Part-time student memberships are also available for $50. To qualify, you must currently be taking between 6-11 credit hours per
semester and submit proof of those hours with your application. (Restrictions to part-time memberships apply.) Fees may also be
prorated based on time of initial membership.
Check out some highlights about National membership opportunities below or follow this link to the National Website for more
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Scholarship Corner

Maryland AAHAM 2021
Frank Callender Scholarship Award
Purpose:
In an effort to promote involvement in AAHAM, both at the local and national level, the Board of Directors of Maryland AAHAM have voted
to establish a yearly scholarship award, named on behalf of Frank Callender. This scholarship award will be presented to the individual who
has contributed to AAHAM throughout the year to benefit our membership, and has shown a true commitment to the growth of our chapter.
The individual will be awarded registration to the National Annual Institute, and the chapter will pay for hotel, airfare, and a stipend for expenses per day.
Individuals will be awarded “points” for their involvement in the chapter, from July 1 to June 30th. The individual with the most points earned
during that timeframe will be given the scholarship in July. Should the individual be unable to attend, the scholarship will be awarded to the
next highest point individual.
Points will be awarded as follows:
Served as an Executive Board Member
Served as a Board Member
Served as a Committee Member
Served as a Proctor for CRCE
Served as a CRCE coach session (points per session held)
Served as a Proctor for CRCP/CRIP
Served as a CRCP/CRIP coach session (points per session held)
Served as a Proctor for CRCS
Served as a CRCS coach session (points per session held)
National Newsletter article published in the Journal
Newsletter article published in the MD AAHAM connection
Presented to a non AAHAM organization on behalf of AAHAM
Presented to another AAHAM chapter
Attended MD AAHAM Annual Institute
Attended MD AAHAM educational session
Obtained CRCE certification during the year
Obtained CRCP/CRIP certification during the year
Obtained CRCS certification during the year
Attended MD AAHAM Installation Banquet
Attended National event (audio conference, ANI, legislative day-each)

7
5
3
4
3
3
2
2
1
4
2
4
4
3
1
5
3
2
1
2

Members will be required to submit documentation to support any activity that cannot be verified by the chapter, such as CRCE study session
sign in sheets, attendance confirmation for national events, proctor confirmations, etc. This information is vital to the chapter for our Chapter
Excellence application and all information should be sent to the designee at the time for Chapter Excellence, who will also document points per
individual as well for the final award calculation.
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Maryland AAHAM-2020-2021
Frank Callender Scholarship Award
Documentation Submission
Name: __________________________________________________________________
Phone Number: __________________________________________________________
Email: __________________________________________________________________
Points requested for :

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
______________________
Supporting Documentation must be attached to this form to be awarded points.
All requests for point awards can be sent as they are earned, and/or as one submission.
All activity must be performed from July 1 to June 30th.
All submissions must be received no later than September 19th. .
Send to:
Kayla D’Agostino
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
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Scholarship Corner
THE GENE GIORDANO SCHOLARSHIP AWARD FUND
APPLICATION FOR TUITION FORM-2022

The Gene Giordano Scholarship Award Fund was established in honor of one of the Maryland Chapter’s founding members. It was established to encourage and stimulate continuing education for chapter members and their respective families.
To be eligible, you must have been a member in good standing for three (3) consecutive years or be a spouse or dependent of a member
meeting the “member in good standing” criteria.

MEMBER APPLICANT
Are you now a member of the Maryland Chapter?

Yes _____

No _____

Have you been a paid member for the past three years?

Yes

No _____

_____

SPOUSE/DEPENDENT APPLICANT
Who is the sponsoring member? _____________________________________________________
Is that person presently a paid member of the Maryland Chapter?

Yes _____

No _____

Has he/she been a member in good standing for the past three years?

Yes _____

No _____

If you answered all the questions above yes, you are eligible to make application for the scholarship.

STUDENT/APPLICATION INFORMATION
SSN: __________________________________________
NAME: ________________________________________
HOME ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________________________
HOME PHONE: _________________________________
EMPLOYER (IF SPOUSES OR DEPENDENT, THE MEMBER’S EMPLOYER):

__________________________________________________________
EMPLOYER’S ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________

EMPLOYER’S PHONE: __________________________________________________________________
IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR’S NAME: _____________________________________________________
Send to:
Kayla D’Agostino
Phone:
Fax:
Email:
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National AAHAM
Membership Types and Fees
National Membership - The fee to become a National AAHAM member is $209. If you join between July 1st and August 31st,
the dues are $160 for the rest of the current year. If you join between September 1st and December 31st, the fee is $260 for
the rest of the current year and all the following year.
Full Time Student Membership- Students taking at least 12 credit hours per semester can join for free. You must submit
proof of your full-time status with this application. Student members receive the benefits of membership with the exception
of voting, eligibility for professional or executive levels of certification, eligibility for the member scholarships, and cannot be a
proxy for a chapter president at any national board meetings.
Part Time Student Membership - The part time student membership fee is $50. If you join between July 1st and August
31st, the dues are $35 for the rest of the calendar year. If you join between, September 1st and December 31st, dues are $65
for the rest of the current year and all the following year. To qualify for the part time student membership, you must
currently be taking between 6-11 credit hours per semester and submit proof with this application. Student members receive
all the benefits of membership with the exception of voting, eligibility for executive and professional certification, eligibility for
the member scholarships, and cannot be a proxy for a chapter president at any national board meetings.
Retired Membership - The retired membership is now free of charge. To qualify for retired membership, an individual must
be a National AAHAM member who has retired from healthcare. Retired members receive all benefits of membership with the
exception of voting. To see if you qualify as a retired member, please contact our National Office.

Invest In Your Future
Join AAHAM today and invest in your future. Check out and enjoy the lasting benefits of membership in the only national
association dedicated to exclusively fulfilling the needs of healthcare administrative management professionals. We know
that once you see all that we have to offer, you will agree that AAHAM is the premier professional organization in healthcare
administrative management.
If you are interested in receiving additional information. Please contact the AAHAM National Office at 703-281-4043 or email
them at moayad@aaham.org.

Providing Excellence in The Business of Healthcare
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Certification Updates

MD AAHAM Connection

You asked, AAHAM listened! Certification exams are now administered every month of the
year. You can register for all of the certification exams here: https://www.aaham.org/
Certification.aspx. Upcoming 2021 exam dates are as follows: August 16-20; September 20-24;
October 18-22; November 15-19; and December 13-17.
To assist in studying for your certification exams, AAHAM is pleased to offer webinar trainings,
complete with quizzes through our website https://www.aaham.org/InfoHub/Webinars.aspx. For
those taking the CRCS or CCT exams, the webinars are publicly available. For the CRCE, CRCP,
and CRIP webinars, you must be a current National member in order to view and will need to login. Historically, those who listen to the webinars have a higher exam pass rate than those that do
not listen. This is a great opportunity for everyone taking the exam or wanting to enhance their
job performance.
For those that are current AAHAM members, you are eligible for 3 CEU’s for each webinar that
you view. To receive credit, you will need to take a 5 question quiz online about the webinar you
viewed.
If you have any questions about certification, please contact Toby at toby.muller@umm.edu or
Jackie at jaclyntruelove@gmail.com.
We are also thrilled to announce that digital versions of all of the AAHAM certification study
guides are available to purchase. This new format has been highly requested, and we are excited
to make this format available along with the enhanced features that it provides. The digital study
guides have the same content of the traditional hard-copy books, with additional flexibility that
the digital format offers. Whether you prefer to view the study guide on a tablet, phone, or web
browser, we have you covered with this new interactive option.
If you still prefer the traditional hard-copy books, there’s no
need to worry, they will also be available to purchase instead of
the new digital option. Providing more flexibility with
AAHAM’s certification training and testing has been a core
focus of our certification committee’s work over the past year.
The future is bright with AAHAM certification, as we look forward to continuing to provide our industry-leading certifications and education in ways that can fit into anyone’s busy
schedule.
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Executive Certification
Intended Audience
This exam is intended for all senior/executive leaders in the
revenue cycle industry, to help equip you for strategic
management of the business. This certification possesses
the highest level of difficulty combining content knowledge
of the business with critical thinking and communication
skills. The Executive Revenue Cycle Certification (CRCE)
demonstrates a high level of achievement and distinguishes
you as a leader and role model in the revenue cycle industry.
The certification validates your proficiency and commitment
to your profession and can play an integral role in your
career strategy. In many instances certification may help you
secure the promotion or the job you desire. In the healthcare
revenue cycle industry, the Executive Revenue Cycle
Certification (CRCE) is comparable to earning a CPA or
passing the bar exam. This designation indicates mastery of
the art of revenue cycle management, in both the hospital
(facility) and professional (clinic, physician) setting.
Exam Overview
The CRCE is a comprehensive online, proctored, eight (8)
hour exam covering focused revenue cycle subject matter
that includes patient access, billing, credit/collections and
revenue cycle management. The exam is comprised of
multiple-choice, true/false, fill in the blank, short answer,
essay and quantitative questions.
Eligibility
CRCE exams are available to National AAHAM members, in
good standing. The applicant must have a minimum of four
(4) years of experience in a healthcare related field. A two (2)
year associate degree or a degree from an accredited
university or college can be substituted for two (2) years of
experience. When using an educational waiver for
experience, a transcript copy must accompany the
application.
Exam Format
The exam is comprised of four (4) sections that contain
multiple-choice, true/false, fill in the blank, short answer,
essay and quantitative questions. Examinees must initially sit
for all four (4) sections of the exam. Each section is graded
separately, and each of the four (4) sections must be passed
with a score of 70% or greater in order to earn the
certification designation. If one (1) or two (2) sections are
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failed, a retake of those sections is permitted. If three (3) or
more sections are failed, a retake of the entire exam is
required.

Exam Retakes
Exams for failed sections must be retaken within eighteen
(18) months of the initial exam date. Section retakes can be
taken in between exam testing periods and need to be
scheduled at least thirty (30) days after the exam retake
registration has been submitted. Test takers are responsible
for making arrangements for the location and proctor for
section retakes, either with their local proctor or through our
online testing platform, ProctorU. A maximum of 3 retakes
are allowed.
Grading
Written notification of the examinees results will be
forwarded to by mail no later than ninety (90) days from the
date the exam was taken. The time required for the grading
process is a result of the rigorous and thorough and complex
hands-on grading process.
Exam Preparation
AAHAM certification examinations require comprehensive
working knowledge of patient account management,
financial operations, information systems, governmental
regulations and policies that govern revenue cycle
procedures. However, hands-on experience is not sufficient;
candidates will need to enhance and refresh their knowledge
through independent and group study programs.
Participation in study opportunities provided by your local
chapter and/or the national organization is highly
recommended.
MD AAHAM Members, if you plan to take the CRCE, you
should contact Toby to begin preparations for study
materials and arranging testing sites.
CRCE Contact:
Toby Ash Muller, CRCE
Email: toby.muller@umm.edu
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Professional Certification
AAHAM Certified Revenue Cycle Professional
Intended Audience
This exam is intended for all supervisors and managers in the
revenue cycle industry, to help equip you to effectively manage
key aspects of the revenue cycle. This certification requires indepth knowledge functional areas including registration (front
desk), billing, credit & collections and revenue cycle
management.
The Professional Revenue Cycle Certification (CRCP) validates
the knowledge and skills possessed by a competent mid-level
revenue cycle supervisor or manager. This certification is for the
individual who desires confirmation and recognition of their
expertise and/or for those who aspire to the executive level
certification.
Although Professional Certification is not a pre-requisite for
Executive level certification, it is designed as a rung on the
AAHAM certification ladder to Executive certification for those
interested in pursuing the next level in their career path.
Exam Overview
The CRCP is a comprehensive online, proctored, four (4) hour
exam designed for supervisors and managers that covers
revenue cycle subject matter including patient access, billing,
credit/collections and revenue cycle management. The exam is
comprised of true/false and multiple-choice questions. AAHAM
offers two types of Professional certification; one focused on the
revenue cycle within an institutional (hospital, health system)
setting and the other focused on the revenue cycle in a
professional (physician, clinic) setting.

Eligibility
CRCP exams are available to National AAHAM members, in
good standing. The applicant must have a minimum of two (2)
years of experience in a healthcare related field. A two (2) year
associate degree or a degree from an accredited university or
college can be substituted for the two (2) years of experience.
When using an educational waiver for experience, a transcript
copy must accompany the application.
AAHAM Certified Revenue Integrity Professional
Intended Audience
The Certified Revenue Integrity Professional (CRIP) exam is
intended for anyone in the revenue cycle industry to help
ensure that facilities effectively manage their charge master, and
bill and document appropriately for all services rendered to a
patient. This certification requires an in-depth, working
knowledge of various revenue cycle areas and proper skill sets
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needed to increase revenue and reimbursement for facilities. It
also ensures that proper charging takes place to maintain
compliance within the insurance payer programs.
Exam Overview
The CRIP is a four hour online proctored exam that measures
basic competencies in healthcare compliance.
CRIP Exam Focus Areas
1. Overall Review of Charge Capture
2. Ancillary Services
3. Surgical Services and Procedures
4. Recurring Outpatients and Clinical Services
Exam Format
The exam is comprised of four (4) sections that contain multiple
-choice and true/false questions. Examinees must initially sit for
all four (4) sections of the exam. Each section is graded
separately, and each of the four (4) sections must be passed
with a score of 70% or greater in order to earn the certification
designation. If one (1) or two (2) sections are failed, a retake of
those sections is permitted. If three (3) or more sections are
failed, a retake of the entire exam is required.
Eligibility
The CRIP exam is only available to national AAHAM members, in
good standing.
Exam Preparation
AAHAM certification examinations require hands on working
knowledge of patient account management as it relates to
national governmental regulations and policies that govern
revenue cycle registration, billing and collection procedures.
Working experience is not sufficient; candidates will need to
enhance and refresh their knowledge through independent and
group study programs. Participation in study opportunities
provided by your local chapter and/or the national organization
is highly recommended.

MD AAHAM Members, if you plan to take the CRCP or CRIP you
should contact Jaclyn to begin preparations for study materials
and arranging testing sites.
CRCP & CRIP Contact:
Jaclyn Lauber, CRCE
Email: jaclynlauber@gmail.com
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Technical Certification
AAHAM Certified Revenue Cycle Specialist

AAHAM Certified Compliance Technician

Intended Audience
This exam is intended for revenue cycle staff with
responsibilities in patient access, billing, account resolution,
denial management, collections, cash posting, customer
service, and self-pay collections. The exam focuses on
knowledge required in revenue cycle functional areas
including registration (front desk), billing, and credit and
collections.

Intended Audience
This exam is intended for all revenue cycle staff who must
meet employers’ annual compliance training requirements. In
today’s healthcare environment, compliance is of the utmost
importance. Regardless of what role you have in the revenue
cycle, understanding compliance is a necessity.

Although Specialist Certification is not a pre-requisite for
Professional level certification, it is designed as a rung on the
AAHAM certification ladder to the Professional certification
for those interested in pursuing the next level in their career
path.
Exam Overview
The CRCS-I/CRCS-P is a two (2) hour, online, proctored exam
that requires working knowledge within focused areas of the
revenue cycle, including relevant regulations and acronyms,
and are comprised of three multiple-choice sections.
Eligibility
The CRCS exam is available to individuals involved in the
management of healthcare patient accounts. Membership in
AAHAM is not a requirement, although it is encouraged. One
-year employment in the healthcare revenue cycle is
recommended to successfully complete the exam.
CRCS-I/CRCS-P Sections
Sections included in the exams include:

CRCS
1. Patient Access
2. Billing
3. Credit & Collections
Exam Format
Examinees must initially sit for all three (3) sections, which
contain questions in a multiple choice format. Each section of
the CRCS exam is graded separately and all three (3) sections
must be passed with a score of 70% or greater in order to
earn the CRCS certification. If only one (1) section is failed, a
retake of that section is permitted. If more than one (1)
section is failed, a retake of the full exam is required.
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The compliance exam covers such topics as Fraud and Abuse,
the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines, HIPAA, Administrative
Sanctions, and RACs. You can use your CCT Certification
towards satisfying Centers for Medicare & Medicaid (CMS),
The Joint Commission (TJC) and Det Norske Veritas (DNV)
Requirements.
Exam Overview
The CCT is a ninety (90) minute online proctored exam that
measures basic competencies in healthcare compliance.
CCT Exam Focus Areas
1. The seven elements of a healthcare compliance plan
2. Agencies that oversee healthcare compliance
3. Knowledge of the OIG compliance recommendations
4. Non-compliance penalties
Exam Format
Examinees sit the online exam that covers all four (4) focus
areas. Grading is immediate upon completion of the exam.
All areas of the CCT exam are graded together and the exam
must be passed with a score of 70% or greater in order to
earn the designation. If the score is less than 70%, a retake of
the full exam is required.
Eligibility
The CCT exam is available to anyone involved in the
management of patient accounts which involve government
payers and compliance. AAHAM membership is not required,
although it is encouraged. One year of compliance
experience is recommended.
MD AAHAM Members, if you plan to take the CRCS or CCT
you should contact Amy to begin preparations for study
materials and arranging testing sites.
CRCS & CCT Contact:
Jaclyn Lauber, CRCE
Email: jaclynlauber@gmail.com

Newly Certified Members
Name

Certification

Kristin Allen
Vicki Allen
Candice Antkowiak
Bianca Cromartie
Beth Franzak
Orville Henry
Regina McClain
Carol Morrison
John Rogers
Michael Schilling
Vanessa Scott
Megan Shaffner
Geethapriya
Sundharamurthy
Joy Tabor
Robin Warnell
Katie Williams
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Company

CRCP
CRCS
CRCS
CRCS
CCT
CRCS
CRCS
CRCS
CRCS
CRCS
CRCS
CRCS

Anne Arundel Medical Center
CCHS
Kennedy Krieger Institute
MedStar Health
Kohler HealthCare Consulting
MedStar Union Memorial Hospital
Tower Surgical Partners
Anne Arundel Medical Center
HBCS
MedStar Health
Nuvasive Clinical Services
Medstar Health

CRCS
CRCS
CRCS
CRCS

Johns Hopkins Health System
AAMC
MedStar Health
Medstar Health

The Maryland Chapter of AAHAM
is proud to recognize our most recently
Certified Revenue Cycle Professionals (CRCP)
Certified Revenue Integrity Professionals (CRIP)
and Certified Revenue Cycle Specialists (CRCS)
Way to go!
If you see these folks please congratulate them and
celebrate their accomplishment.
We are proud of all of you!
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Newly Certified Members
Have you passed the CRCS or CRCP in the past 12 months? If you have
and you are looking to pursue the next level certification, you will receive a discount on the exam and study materials if you take the next
level within the year.

Here are the facts of the program:
Those going from a CRCP to a CRCE will receive a $50 discount from the exam fee
and a $50 discount off of the study manual
• Those going from a CRCS to a CRCP will receive a $25 discount from the exam fee
and $25 discount off the study manual
•

Upcoming exams:
September 20-24, 2021
October 18-22, 2021
November 15-19, 2021
If interested, please contact Matthew Hundley at matthew@aaham.org and he can
sign you up manually to get the discount. The discounts are valid for one year
from the original certification earned date.
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The Future of Work from Home continued from page 1
hours and difficulty in disconnecting. Check out these great tips from Dr.
Sarah Reiff-Hekking, Ph.D, Time Management and Productivity Expert, on managing
overwhelm and fighting procrastination.
It's easy to see how working from home can improve worker satisfaction. But how
have companies and managers responded to the shift?
In general, studies have found that remote work has been equal or better to inperson work in regard to performance of employees. For those who prefer remote
work, 80% of managers found that innovation in their group is better or the same
and 69% felt team alignment was better or same. Employees state that they
are 32% better able to manage distractions and interruptions at home and that
they are 17% more creative.

So how are companies capturing those benefits? 81% of companies are now open
to remote work regularly for employees and 66% of company leaders say they are
remodeling their offices to accommodate hybrid work and 74% of CFOs will reduce
office space to allow for more remote work and cost savings (Gartner). Salesforce
has shared their solution for a smooth hybrid schedule. The will begin offering 3
new approaches to WFH to keep their employees engaged and satisfied:

•
•

Flex: Two-to-three days in the office dedicated to collaborative group tasks,
presentations or meetings with clients, in a flexible regime depending on the
needs of the moment
Fully Remote: People who do not live near a company office or who are
occupied with tasks that do not require an office, and who will be able to

...

work remotely all the time

•

Office Based: Reserved only for the small minority of employees with
responsibilities that require their presence there

As with employees, companies and managers still see challenges in the WFH
future. The biggest challenge facing them are around hiring and managing
employees. 42% of remote managers cite struggles in hiring remote workers, and
once hired, 55% say they struggle to properly train new employees remotely
(MFour). 81% of managers feel that in office settings are more conducive to
coaching, managing, and mentoring compared to WFH.
One way that managers, employees, and teams have tried to resolve their
challenges is through increased online coursework to improve problem areas.
Courses that teach soft skills are among the most popular and saw skyrocketing
demand throughout 2020, like anxiety management courses whose enrollment
jumped 4,000% in 2020. Other courses which have seen significant increases
include communication and listening skills, +1650%, business
communication, +1585%, productivity skills, +990%, and motivation, +855%
(CNBC). Consider offering these types of courses to your remote managers and
employees to help them navigate this new trend and to continue to improve their
productivity and performance.
For employers and employees alike, the WFH future presents significant
opportunities and challenges. While there are many studies and surveys hailing the
benefits of WFH, it is important that managers continuously communicate with
their employees. Checking in on someone’s mental health is just as important, if
not more, as checking on the status of that next project. Work from home is here

Chapter Excellence
Once a year, Maryland AAHAM gets the opportunity to showcase what a truly amazing chapter we are so fortunate to be a
part of in our Chapter Excellence submission. This submission looks at many aspects that make a chapter the best, and in
spite of the unprecedented challenges we and other chapters have faced this year, we fully intend on finishing in the top
spot! In order to accomplish this goal we need our members’ help!!
Our members (YOU) are what make our chapter great! Help us showcase what an amazing Chapter we truly are!
A few of the items we must submit with our application include:

•
•
•
•

Articles published in National AAHAM publications or other national association publications.

•
•

Documentation of a chapter member presenting programs to an AAHAM chapter other than MD.

Documentation for all CRCE, CRCS or CRCP study sessions given within the chapter.
Documentation for all CRCE, CRCS or CRCP study sessions given for other chapters.
Documentation of a chapter member presenting programs, as a representative of AAHAM, to non AAHAM groups
and organizations.

Documentation for government/legislative involvement at local and/or national level.

If any of our members have knowledge of, can provide proof of or direction on where to go to obtain any of the above
information we ask that you contact: Marina Himes, CRCE at marina.a.himes@medstar.net.
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Educational Updates
Maryland AAHAM is committed to
providing
quality
education
at
affordable prices. We host educational
sessions throughout the year that allow
our membership ample opportunity to
secure the CEU’s required to maintain
your certification.
In our continued
effort to provide informative and topical
educational sessions, we are always
looking for additional speakers. In
conjunction with the need for speakers,
we can always use help with all aspects
of preparing for our meetings.

We are asking members to tell us what
topics you would like to learn about.
What other speakers/educators have
you seen that impressed you? Do you
have a topic that you would like to
present? Do you have other input that
you
think
would
improve
our
educational sessions?
If you have speaker and/or topic
suggestions for Maryland AAHAM's
educational sessions, please contact
Scott
Foster
at
Scott.Foster
@dcmservices.com.

Earn your CEU’s!
Ensure you have the CEU’s required to keep your certification
active. To check your current CEU status, visit the national
website by clicking here.
Maryland AAHAM will provide a CEU form to all membesr ho
attend a Maryland AAHAM webinar or in-person educational
session. Please be sure to retain the CEU form given to you
after the webinar or at the in-person event. Upload the form
to the National AAHAM website to report your CEU’s. If you
have any questions about the process or need a replacement
CEU form for a previously attended event, please contact
Kate Austin at kaustin@archar.net. To ensure you are credited the proper credit hours please review your CEU status
with the link below. Don’t let your certification lapse, ensure
you have enough CEU’s to cover you!
Please continue to review our calendar and watch out for
emails from MD AAHAM regarding virtual educational sessions. Many are being offered free of charge to members at
the present time.
If you have any questions related to the CEU process, National AAHAM has published policies to help answer your questions.
CRCE Certified Revenue Cycle Executive
CRCP Certified Revenue Cycle Professional/CRIP
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Certified Revenue Cycle Specialist Professional
CCT Certified Compliance Technician

Turn in your CEU’s by completing the CEU forms for
your certification.
Certified Revenue Cycle Executive
Certified Revenue Cycle Professional
Certified Revenue Cycle Specialist
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Monthly Educational Sessions
We are excited to announce a return to our traditional monthly
educational sessions beginning in November 2021! MD AAHAM
will be hosting two in-person events, one on November 5, 2021
and one on December 5, 2021. Please save the dates!

Save the Date!!!
Maryland AAHAM In-Person Meeting
Friday, September 24, 2021
Kurtz Beach
Pasadena, MD
Maryland AAHAM would like to welcome everyone back to In-Person Educational Meetings. We will be hosting our first In-Person meeting since early last year on Friday, September 24, 2021 at Kurtz Beach in Pasadena, MD. The morning educational sessions will
be indoors and masks will be required for all attendees. In the afternoon, you can catch
up with your colleagues by enjoying lunch outdoors on the Bay with beer/wine, lawn
games, and of course, great company!!
Current speakers include:
Joint Legislative Update Presentation - Scott London & Gustavo Matheus
Kohler Presentation - Charlotte Kohler & Lauren Rose
AAHAM Update - What is new for 2021 into 2022
Additional Information including times & registration coming soon!!!
We look forward to seeing you all again next month!!
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Annual News

The 2021 Annual National Institute previously scheduled for

October 2021 will now be virtual!!
The Virtual Annual Institute Will Take Place From

October 5-7, 2021

This year’s theme is “Dedicated to Your Success”

The ANI is attended by nearly 500 National members and over 75 exhibitors. Each year, the
members of AAHAM come together to exchange ideas, renew old friends, make new ones,
and further their knowledge and education in the field of Patient Account Management.
You may attend every day or just one day and earn up to 19 AAHAM CEU’s!! Unable to
attend? Session downloads will also be available. Stay tuned for more breaking details!
Follow the hashtag #AAHAMANI2021 for updates!
If you have any additional questions about the ANI, please feel free to contact the National
Office at 703-281-4043 ext. 1 or by email at events@aaham.org.
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2020 - 2021 Corporate Sponsors
Maryland AAHAM would like to extend our thanks to the vendors who provided
their support for our chapter in 2021

Platinum Sponsors

Gold Sponsors

ARCH Accounts Receivable Clearing House, LLC
Aurora Healthcare Resources, Inc.
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield
DECO
Kohler Healthcare Consulting, Inc.
Mami and Bloom and Associates
ProCo
Penn Credit

Anderson & Quinn, LLC.
Commercial Acceptance Company

NCC
tsi Company
EBO Solutions, LLC.
Proximal Revenue Cycle Experts
Washington and West
Boulder Healthcare Solutions

Silver Sponsors
APEX Asset Management, LLC
London Eligibility
Global
SCG Health
HRSI
MedLaw Corporation
BDM
MedHelp Incorporated
maxRTE
Experian Health
Meduit
Commerce Healthcare
Waystar
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HealthCare Support Services
MedStar Health
Financial Recoveries
MedData
RRS

Friends of MD AAHAM
Mosaic Healthcare Strategies
Change Healthcare
Olive
MedClaims International
CarePayment
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Industry News
The Collections Industry Inflection Point:
How AI is Driving Change
By Steve Kusic
Written by Steel Rose

In an industry where you’re constantly finding a balance between
empathy and profitability, the circumstances of 2020 have made
our work more challenging than ever. With consumer debt skyrocketing, we’ve found ourselves in a unique position: striving to
manage unprecedented call volume while balancing both the
agent and customer experience.
What I’ve come to realize over the past few months is that digital
initiatives that were once on the sidelines are now unavoidable.
We’ve reached a turning point where technology—AI and automation in particular—have become essential to the way we do
business.

ease financial pressures.
Customers often prefer to work with a virtual agent.
Beyond the clear impact on operational efficiency, there have
been a number of studies showing the benefits of AI on customers. A recent Interactions survey found that one in four U.S. consumers prefer interacting with a virtual agent when dealing with
uncomfortable financial information, and 70% of them are okay
with bypassing a human agent when discussing personal finances.

For many, this realization isn’t an easy one. There’s a certain uneasiness associated with investing in technology that will transform the foundation of your business. In collections, contact centers are the focal point of operations, making any investment in
this area both high risk and high reward. It’s natural to start asking questions: Will AI get the job done right? Will it frustrate my
customers? Will it add stress to employees who are already
stretched thin?

When sensitive conversations comprise the bulk of contact center calls, research like this can’t be ignored. We have to take into
consideration the various possibilities for adjusting communications with customers to reach solutions that meet their individual
needs.

This year, our company made the leap; we invested in an AIpowered Virtual Collection Agent (VCA) for our contact centers.
I was hesitant at first, but throughout this process I’ve come to
realize and appreciate the impact AI will have on not just us but
on the industry as a whole. It’s no longer an accessory or moonshot idea, it’s a catalyst for driving the collections industry forward. Here’s why:

Importantly, and unlike conversations with humans, every interaction with a virtual agent is pre-defined and follows a specific
flow that’s compliant with our industry’s various regulations.

AI can be your best agent at scale (and make your best agents
even better)
One of the most powerful aspects of our new VCA, which is powered by Interactions, is that it’s advanced enough to operate like
our best employee at scale.
The factors that contribute to any human performing at their absolute best are varied and vast. That’s what makes AI indispensable;
it will never wake up on the wrong side of the bed. It always
shows up and performs, quite literally, to the best of its ability.
This consistency is key to operational efficiency.
On top of that, a virtual agent can also offload transactional conversations, like sorting out wrong party contacts, from human
agents, eliminating the need to hire additional workers to handle
spikes in non-revenue generating calls. Meanwhile, shielding humans from these monotonous, sometimes frustrating conversations can boost their productivity and reduce churn—a persistent
challenge in the collections space. With an AI-powered coworker,
agents can focus on serving customers that need support in handling complex matters, driving profit while helping consumers
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Security concerns can be yesterday’s problem

If you consider the regulations at play in collections, such as the
FDCPA regulating call times, the TCPA requiring expression of
prior consent, or the FCRA regulating data collection, there’s an
enormous amount of complexity involved in each customer call.
All of these policies are critical to the sanctity of our work, and
failing to meet any one of them can be detrimental to collections
agencies and the customers we serve. But with a virtual assistant
pre-programmed to adhere to these guidelines, security concerns
due to “slip ups” can become a thing of the past.
While I can’t predict the future, I know the three primary challenges our industry faces—operational efficiency, customer experience and security—aren’t going anywhere. Knowing AI &
automation can help address these obstacles brings the industry
to an inflection point; and you won’t want to be on the other side
of the curve.
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Job Postings
POSTING A JOB:
Would you like to gain access to a targeted group of medical professionals in the administrative healthcare field? Well here’s
your chance to find the best in their field by posting an employment opportunity on the MD AAHAM website. It’s simple with
no headaches or hidden costs.
If you are interested in posting a job opening on the MD AAHAM website, please contact Karen Moore at
karen.moore@ooptum360.com for more details. Specific criteria does apply.
JOB LISTING:
Is it time for a change, are you not valued at your current job? Are you tired of all the keyword searches to find that you aren’t
even in the right area of the United States during your job search? We have a solution for you, as a member of the Maryland
AAHAM Chapter you are free to browse our job listings directly on our website. Local leading companies in the healthcare administrative field are posting new and competitive opportunities exclusively for our members only.
To view what job opportunities are available you can visit:
http://www.mdaaham.com/job-openings/
As a member of the National AAHAM organization you can also view: http://www.aaham.org/MembersOnly/Jobline.aspx

Suggestions
If you have a topic or suggestion for inclusion in the newsletter, please don’t hesitate to send it to Nicole Kreamer at
nicole.kreamer@calverthealthmed.org. Your suggestions will be shared with the Executive Committee for final approval. You will
be recognized as the contributor if your suggestion is approved and included.
Thank you for Contributing
Erin Miskelly, CRCE,CCT
Kayla D’Agostino, CRCE
Gary Hickman
Kate Austin, CRCE
K.C. Lycett
Amy Weber, CRCP, CCT, CPC
Karen Moore, CRCE
Jackie Lauber, CRCS, CRCE
Toby Muller, CRCE
Nicholas Miskelly, CRCE
Marina Himes, CRCE, CCT

Pete Leonard
Stacie Hamilton
Scott Foster
Michael Watkins, CRCE

Creator/Editor
Nicole Kreamer

Join us on:

“If you can dream it, you can do it.” - Walt Disney
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Captured in the Moment
2021 Virtual Legislative Day
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Captured in the Moment
2021 Virtual Legislative Day
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Captured in the Moment
2021 Virtual Legislative Day

Thank you to all of our MD
AAHAM members who attended this year’s Virtual
Legislative Day!
We had a record number of
attendees and are looking
forward to continuing these
important conversations in
Washington and enhancing
AAHAM’s presence in the
legislative spectrum!
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